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The Influence of Signaling Conspecific and Heterospecific Neighbors on
Eavesdropper Pressure
Abstract
The study of tradeoffs between the attraction of mates and the attraction of eavesdropping predators and
parasites has generally focused on a single species of prey, signaling in isolation. In nature, however,
animals often signal from mixed-species aggregations, where interactions with heterospecific group
members may be an important mechanism modulating tradeoffs between sexual and natural selection,
and thus driving signal evolution. Although studies have shown that conspecific signalers can influence
eavesdropper pressure on mating signals, the effects of signaling heterospecifics on eavesdropper
pressure, and on the balance between natural and sexual selection, are likely to be different. Here, we
review the role of neighboring signalers in mediating changes in eavesdropper pressure, and present a
simple model that explores how selection imposed by eavesdropping enemies varies as a function of a
signaling aggregation's species composition, the attractiveness of aggregation members to
eavesdroppers, and the eavesdroppers' preferences for different member types. This approach can be
used to model mixed-species signaling aggregations, as well as same-species aggregations, including
those with non-signaling individuals, such as satellites or females. We discuss the implications of our
model for the evolution of signal structure, signaling behavior, mixed-species aggregations, and
community dynamics.
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The study of tradeoffs between the attraction of mates and the attraction of
eavesdropping predators and parasites has generally focused on a single species of
prey, signaling in isolation. In nature, however, animals often signal from mixed-species
aggregations, where interactions with heterospecific group members may be an
important mechanism modulating tradeoffs between sexual and natural selection, and
thus driving signal evolution. Although studies have shown that conspecific signalers
can influence eavesdropper pressure on mating signals, the effects of signaling
heterospecifics on eavesdropper pressure, and on the balance between natural and
sexual selection, are likely to be different. Here, we review the role of neighboring
signalers in mediating changes in eavesdropper pressure, and present a simple model
that explores how selection imposed by eavesdropping enemies varies as a function of a
signaling aggregation’s species composition, the attractiveness of aggregation members
to eavesdroppers, and the eavesdroppers’ preferences for different member types.
This approach can be used to model mixed-species signaling aggregations, as well
as same-species aggregations, including those with non-signaling individuals, such as
satellites or females. We discuss the implications of our model for the evolution of signal
structure, signaling behavior, mixed-species aggregations, and community dynamics.
Keywords: mixed-species aggregations, eavesdroppers, mating signals, collateral damage, heterospecific
neighbors, predation, parasitism

INTRODUCTION
While the use of conspicuous sexual signals to attract mates is pervasive across animal taxa, these
signals come with a cost (Olson and Owens, 1998; Andersson et al., 2002; Andersson and Simmons,
2006; Bradbury and Vehrencamp, 2011). In addition to attracting females, conspicuous signals are
used by eavesdropping predators and parasites to home in on their prey (Cade, 1975; Soper et al.,
1976; Endler, 1980; Ryan et al., 1982; Slagsvold et al., 1995; Zuk and Kolluru, 1998; Haynes and
Yeargan, 1999; Bernal et al., 2006; Siemers et al., 2012; Steinberg et al., 2014). For sexual displays that
attract females and eavesdroppers, the interaction between these two selective forces is profoundly
important in shaping the evolution of signal structure and of signaling behavior (Endler, 1983; Zuk
and Kolluru, 1998; Kotiaho, 2001). Moreover, the influence of female choice on signal evolution
(typically for more conspicuous signaling) will often be at odds with that of pressures resulting from
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evolution of signal structure, signaling behavior, mixed-species
aggregations, and community dynamics.

the attraction of eavesdroppers (typically for less conspicuous
signaling; Endler, 1980; Goodale et al., 2019). In such cases, the
locally adapted signal is the result of a balance between sexual
selection imposed by females and natural selection imposed by
eavesdropping enemies (Tuttle and Ryan, 1981; Endler, 1983,
1995a; Beckers and Wagner, 2012; Trillo et al., 2013).
Changes in eavesdropper pressure can significantly shift
the balance between sexual and natural selection, and thus
drive signal evolution. A common response to increased
eavesdropper pressure is a plastic or evolutionary decrease in
signal conspicuousness (Endler, 1980, 1983; Tuttle and Ryan,
1981; Ryan et al., 1982; Ruell et al., 2013; but see Beckers
and Wagner, 2012). Decreased conspicuousness can be achieved
through multiple means. Signalers can, for example, change their
signaling behavior by timing their displays to moments of low
eavesdropper abundance or activity (Endler, 1987; Gerhardt,
1994; Bertram et al., 2004; Velez and Brockmann, 2006), by
reducing signaling activity (Tuttle et al., 1982; Cade and Wyatt,
1984; Cade, 1991; Jennions and Backwell, 1992; Gerhardt, 1994),
or by switching to an alternative sensory modality (Morris, 1980;
Morris and Beier, 1982; Belwood and Morris, 1987). They can
also alter the signal itself by decreasing signal rate or duty cycle
(Morris and Beier, 1982; Belwood and Morris, 1987; Halfwerk
et al., 2018), by adding signal components (Stoddard, 1999),
by subtracting signal components (Endler, 1980; Ryan et al.,
1982; Trillo et al., 2013), or by ceasing to signal altogether
(Zuk et al., 2006). In contrast, reduced eavesdropper pressure
is expected to result in increasingly conspicuous and attractive
signaling systems. A decrease in eavesdropper pressure due to
urbanization, for example, significantly increased call complexity
and calling rate in the Túngara frog, Physalaemus pustulosus
(Halfwerk et al., 2018). Finally, the eavesdroppers’ ability to shift
the cost-benefit tradeoffs in mating signals can have longstanding
consequences for lineage diversification if geographic variation in
eavesdropper pressure influences signal divergence (Verrel, 1991;
Hoskin and Higgie, 2010; Trillo et al., 2013).
Several factors can alter the pressures posed by eavesdroppers.
Here we focus on nearby signalers as a key source of
variation. While the effect that signaling conspecifics have on
an individuals’ eavesdropper risk has been well-studied (Cade,
1979; Ryan et al., 1981; Jennions and Backwell, 1992; Bernal
et al., 2007; Alem et al., 2011), less is known about the role of
signaling heterospecifics in modulating eavesdropper pressure,
and thereby affecting the balance between natural and sexual
selection (Trillo et al., 2016). Signaling aggregations in nature,
however, are rarely homogeneous, and animals often signal
from mixed-species groups (Morse, 1970; Kacelnik and Krebs,
1983; Sueur, 2002; Stensland et al., 2003; Phelps et al., 2006;
Wells, 2010; Römer, 2013). Our aim in this article is to explore
how signaling heterospecifics influence eavesdropper pressure in
mixed-species mating aggregations. We first review studies that
look at the influence of signaling conspecific and heterospecific
neighbors on the risks posed by eavesdropping enemies. Next,
we present a model that can be used to predict how changes in an
individual’s predation and parasitism risks depend on the relative
attractiveness, identity, and density of its neighbors. In the final
section, we discuss the influence of heterospecific signalers on the
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THE INFLUENCE OF SIGNALING
NEIGHBORS ON EAVESDROPPER
PRESSURE
Conspecific Neighbors
Proximity to conspecifics can alter the selective pressures acting
on a signaling individual (Jennions and Backwell, 1992; Bernal
et al., 2007). On one hand, the presence of signaling conspecifics
can enhance eavesdropper attraction if they increase encounter
rates (Shelly, 2018). On the other hand, the presence of signaling
conspecifics can reduce predation or parasitism risk and alleviate
eavesdropper pressure via increased detection abilities (Pulliam,
1973; Van Schaik et al., 1983; Dehn, 1990), the dilution effect
(Hamilton, 1971; Williams et al., 1993), the confusion effect
(Landeau and Terborgh, 1986; Goodale et al., 2019), or any
combination of these mechanisms. Studies on chorusing frogs
and lekking moths, found that while an increase in group size
did not change the number of eavesdroppers attracted to an
aggregation, it did decrease per capita predation risk. In these
cases, group size also influences male mating probability because
females are disproportionally more attracted to larger groups
(i.e., female-to-male ratio increases; Ryan et al., 1981; Alem et al.,
2011). Thus, both studies argue that decreased predation costs
paired with increased mating benefits might explain the evolution
of communal displays in frogs and insects.

Heterospecific Neighbors
Prey foraging in mixed-species groups have been widely
documented to enjoy reductions in predation risk (Grand and
Dill, 1999; Stensland et al., 2003; Sridhar et al., 2009), but less
is known about how inter-species dynamics influence risks to
prey in signaling aggregations. In fact, until recently, studies
of eavesdropping enemies and their effects on mating signals,
have focused on single species of prey, signaling in isolation
(Trillo et al., 2016). In nature, however, males advertising
for mates often signal from mixed-species aggregations. Such
aggregations are common in birds, frogs, and insects (Sueur,
2002; Marler and Slabbekoorn, 2004; Phelps et al., 2006; Wells,
2010; Römer, 2013). Mixed signaling aggregations may occur as
a byproduct of habitat heterogeneity, if signaling species share
similar requirements for mating and larval habitats and these
habitats are patchily distributed (Downes, 1969; Davies, 1977;
Macedo and DuVal, 2018). Additionally, selection pressure from
eavesdropping enemies might also promote the evolution of
mixed-species signaling aggregations in the same way that it
promotes the evolution of single-species aggregations (Goodale
et al., 2019).
The roles of eavesdroppers in modulating trade-offs between
sexual and natural selection are likely to be amplified in mixedspecies aggregations. Females are under strong selection to
detect and choose males of their own species, and pairings with
heterospecific males are likely to be restricted to discrimination
or localization errors (Pfennig, 2000; Bonachea and Ryan, 2011).
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Eavesdroppers, however, are usually not as restrictive in their
prey selection, and can often benefit from attacking a broad range
of prey. As a result, predator and parasite attention attracted by
a given signal can spill over to neighboring prey irrespective of
species. Through this mechanism, predation and parasitism risks
associated with eavesdropping are especially likely to transfer
between neighbors in mixed-species aggregations, shifting the
balance between natural and sexual selection.

poison frogs that associated with conspicuous, aposematically
colored males.
Given that mixed-species aggregations are common, we
expect the previously described risk transfer mechanisms to
be prevalent, and to thus be an important source of variation
in the balance between natural and sexual selection acting on
mating signals. Below, we describe a model that predicts the
eavesdropper pressures faced by a focal signaler in an aggregation
consisting of two types of prey. The model permits variation in
the number of signalers of each prey type, the attractiveness of
each type to mutual enemies, and the enemies’ relative preference
for the two types of signalers.

Asymmetric Attraction and Preference on
the Part of Eavesdroppers
While some eavesdroppers can be relatively permissive with their
choice of prey, it is important to note that not all individuals
within an aggregation are necessarily equal in the eyes, or ears,
of predators and parasites homing in on their signals. We
consider asymmetries in neighbor-mediated eavesdropper risk
at two levels. First, eavesdroppers searching for an aggregation
may be more or less attracted to different kinds of signaling
prey. Then, after an eavesdropper arrives at an aggregation, it
may preferentially attack one prey species over another. We
label these two phases of choice as “attraction” and “preference,”
respectively. Both definitions are sufficiently broad to include not
only cognitive decisions, but also other components of choice
such as the localizability of signals. Variation in the relative
attractiveness of prey types may result in changes to the overall
number of eavesdroppers attracted to the aggregation. Moreover,
when eavesdropper preferences are asymmetrical, there may be a
net transfer of eavesdropper attention between adjacent signalers.
While these inequalities in attractiveness and preference can
occur in conspecific aggregations, they are likely to be more
important in mixed-species groups, where signals will differ
substantially between prey species (Sueur, 2002; Schmidt et al.,
2013; but see Tobias et al., 2014).
Signalers in an aggregation can alter eavesdropper risks faced
by their neighbors in one of two ways. Signaling neighbors can
increase the predator or parasitism risks of a focal individual,
thus conferring “collateral damage” upon the focal. Alternatively,
signaling neighbors can decrease the risks for a focal individual,
thus providing a “shadow of safety” (Trillo et al., 2016). These
terms have previously been applied to situations in which
both the focal individual and the neighbor are signaling, and
those in which the neighbor is substantially more attractive to
eavesdroppers. For the purpose of this paper, we will consider
the definitions of “collateral damage” and “shadow of safety”
as sufficiently broad to also encompass situations in which
the neighbor is not signaling, and in which the neighbor
is less attractive to, or less preferred by, eavesdroppers than
is the focal individual. In a study of P. pustulosus (túngara
frogs) and Dendropsophus ebraccatus (hourglass treefrogs), Trillo
et al. (2016) found a three-fold increase in the number
of blood-sucking midges attracted to playbacks of hourglass
treefrog calls when these calls were played near those of
túngara frogs, demonstrating that proximity to heterospecific
signalers can drastically alter the risks of signaling (in this
case, through collateral damage). Similarly, Segami et al. (2016)
found an increase in predation risk to cryptic female strawberry
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DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
Our simple mathematical model estimates the number of
enemies that are expected to attack a focal individual in an
aggregation that contains two types of signalers: type 1 and type
2 (Table 1). We model the number of enemies that attack an
individual of type 1 (EF ) as the product of the total number
of enemies that are attracted to the aggregation (EC ) and the
proportion of those enemies that attack the focal individual (PF ,
Equation 1). This can be considered an extension of earlier
attempts to model conspecific aggregations by breaking down
the costs and benefits of group living into the product of the
rate of enemy encounters with an aggregation and the dilution of
the resulting risk amongst group members (Wrona and Dixon,
1991). As with earlier efforts, the number of attacks on a focal
signaler described in our model will be strongly influenced by
the number of eavesdroppers attracted to an aggregation, and the
dilution of risks they pose to prey. Our model also enables users
to examine the effects of asymmetries on the attractiveness of, and
eavesdropper preferences for, neighboring signalers.
(1)

Ef = Ec P f

TABLE 1 | Model terminology and description.

3

Term

Class

Description

EF

Prediction

The number of enemies that attack a focal individual
of type 1

EC

Prediction

The total number of enemies attracted to the
aggregation

PF

Prediction

The proportion of enemies at the aggregation that
attack a focal individual of type 1

N1

Variable

The number of type 1 individuals at the aggregation

N2

Variable

The number of type 2 individuals at the aggregation

Q

Constant

The number of enemies attracted to an individual of
type 1 signaling alone

R

Constant

Scales type 2’s attractiveness to enemies relative to
type 1’s attractiveness

S

Constant

Relates the scaled number of signalers to the
number of enemies attracted to the aggregation

P1

Constant

The enemy’s relative preference for type 1 signalers.
P1 < 1 when enemies prefer type 2, and P1 > 1
when enemies prefer type 1.
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accommodate larger predators that consume more than one prey
at a time, or to include multiple attacks by a single eavesdropper
resulting from failure to capture prey on the first attack. One
way to do this is to conceptualize EC as the number of “attacks”
attracted to the aggregation and EF as the number of attacks
per individual.
We also assume that eavesdropping enemy attraction follows
an exponential function, permitting a range of response curves
from flat (S = 0), through positive decelerating (0 < S < 1),
linear (S = 1), and positive accelerating (S > 1). Values of
S < 1 may be used, for example, to indicate environmental
constraints on the numbers of eavesdropping enemies that can
be attracted to the aggregation of signaling prey. In this case, the
number of eavesdroppers attracted to the signaling aggregation
increases with the size of the aggregation, but the marginal
increase in the number of eavesdroppers attracted diminishes
as the pool of potential enemies is exhausted. Attraction curves
that cannot be represented by an exponential function, such as
asymptotic or sigmoidal curves, could be accommodated with a
slight modification to the model.
Importantly, our model assumes that both types of signalers
have similarly-shaped enemy attraction functions that can be
combined into a single function. This assumption does not hold
in cases where signals produced by one species may directly
interfere with eavesdropper perception of a second species
(Simmons et al., 1971), or where the signaling behavior of one
species may be influenced by that of another (Schwartz and Wells,
1984). The complexities of these interactions are beyond the
scope of our simple model. Finally, we assume that the probability
of attacking any one signaler is random, implying that signalers of
types 1 and 2 are homogenously mixed in space. This assumption,
of course, is often violated in nature (e.g., Given, 1990). This
model considers only one kind of enemy at a time. However,
multiple models could be used to assess multiple enemies.
It is important to note that although P1 is defined as a
preference, it encompasses the overall relative probability of an
eavesdropper attacking a type 1 individual vs. a type 2 individual.
This is because P1 is not simply equivalent to the eavesdropping
enemy’s performance in an unconstrained two-choice test. P1 is
also influenced by any constraints on the enemy’s ability to attack
one or both types of prey. For example, an enemy may “prefer”
type 1 in a two-choice test, but if type 1 individuals are difficult
to locate or difficult to attack because of their microhabitat, P1
could be < 1, indicating a higher probability of attacking type 2
than type 1.

We model the number of eavesdropping enemies attracted to
the aggregation (EC ) as a function of the number of prey
individuals of each type in the aggregation (N 1 and N 2 ), their
attractiveness to distant eavesdroppers (Q and R), and the
relationship (S) between the weighted number of prey individuals
and the number of attracted eavesdroppers (Equation 2). The
term “R” scales type 2’s attractiveness relative to type 1’s. For
example, R = 2 if one individual of type 2 attracts twice as
many eavesdroppers as does one individual of type 1. Then “Q”,
which is the number of enemies attracted to a single type 1
individual, scales the attractiveness of both types, weighted by R.
For example, Q might be <1 when modeling the attraction of a
rare enemy (e.g., a predatory mammal), because the probability
of even a single attack is low. By contrast, when modeling the
attraction of a common enemy (e.g., a blood-sucking parasite),
Q would be high, because an individual prey can expect multiple
attacks. The exponent “S” is discussed in more detail below (see
section “Assumptions”).
Ec = Q (N1 + RN2 )s

(2)

We estimate the proportion of eavesdropping enemies at the
aggregation that attack an individual of type 1 (PF ) as a function
of the number of type 1 and type 2 individuals and the enemies’
relative preference for prey of type 1 vs. type 2 (Equation 3). The
term “P1 ” describes eavesdroppers’ expressed preference for type
1 relative to type 2 prey (see section “Assumptions”).
1
PF =
N1



P1 N1
P1 N1 + N2



(3)

Which reduces to the following:


N2 −1
PF = N1 +
P1
We substitute Equations (2, 3) into Equation (1) to arrive at the
full model (Equation 4).


P1 N1
1
(4)
EF = Q (N1 + RN2 )s
N1 P1 N1 + N2
Which reduces to the following:
(N1 +RN2 )s

EF =Q 
N1 + NP12

APPLYING THE MODEL

ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE
MODEL

Baseline Model
Our model can be used to make predictions about EF , the
number of attacks on an individual of type 1. We summarize the
main results of the model in Table 2. Here and in the following
sections, we set Q = 1. Q is useful for scaling real data, but
it does not affect the relationships between the variables and
predictions (this can be inferred from Equation 4). We begin
by letting R = 1, so that type 1 and type 2 prey are equally
attractive, P1 = 1, so that they are equally preferred, and S = 1,

For this model, we assume that each eavesdropper attracted to the
aggregation attacks exactly one group member. Alternatively, we
can consider the attraction phase to apply only to those enemies
that eventually attack, as long as no enemies attack more than one
prey. This assumption is likely to be valid for parasites, including
parasitoids, and smaller predators that only consume one prey
before moving on. The model would need to be modified to
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capita attractiveness of the chorus, such that the presence of type
2 prey promotes collateral damage on type 1 prey (not shown).
Holding Q and S constant, the overall magnitude of EF tracks R
(compare Figures 1B,C). In real-world applications Q could be
used to correctly scale eavesdropper attraction.
Taking a more extreme approach, we can set R = 0, to simulate
a system in which type 2 individuals do not attract enemies
to the aggregation but may still be attacked. Parameterizing
the model this way estimates risks to a signaling individual
in an aggregation that includes non-signaling “satellite” males
(Rowell and Cade, 1993), females (Segami et al., 2016),
or callers of a second species whose calls do not attract
eavesdroppers at a distance (e.g., because they are imperceptible
to the eavesdroppers). The predictions are similar, but more
extreme than the R = 0.5 example described above: a steeply
positive, decelerating relationship between N 1 and EF , and a
steeply negative, decelerating relationship between N 2 and EF
(Figure 1C). In this scenario, type 2 prey cast a powerful shadow
of safety on type 1 prey, because they do not attract additional
enemies, but they absorb some of the attacks from enemies
attracted by type 1 prey.

TABLE 2 | Summary of major predictions of the model.
Parameters

Effect of N1 and N2 on EF

Base model
(R = S = P1 = 1)

No effect

Type 2 is less attractive than type 1
(S = P1 = 1; 0 ≤ R < 1)

EF increases with N1 , marginal effect
decreases.
EF decreases with N2 (shadow of safety)

Type 2 is more attractive than type 1
(S = P1 = 1; R > 1)

EF decreases with N1 , marginal effect
decreases.
EF increases with N2 (collateral damage)

Enemies prefer type 1
(S = R = 1; P1 > 1)

EF is higher than when P1 = 1.
EF decreases with N1 and increases with
N2 (collateral damage)

Enemies prefer type 2
(S = R = 1; P1 < 1)

EF is lower than when P1 = 1.
EF increases with N1 and decreases with
N2 (shadow of safety)

Positive decelerating or flat
response curve
(R = P1 = 1; S < 1)

Dilution effect: EF decreases with
increases to N1 or N2

Accelerating response curve
(R = P1 = 1; S > 1)

EF increases with both N1 and N2 ,
marginal effect depends on magnitude
of S.

The Effect of P1

Q = 1 for all comparisons.

Setting P1 , the eavesdropper’s expressed preference to attack
individuals of type 1 vs. 2, to values less than one promotes a
shadow of safety effect on type 1, whereas P1 > 1 promotes
collateral damage to prey of type 1 if type 2 signalers also
attract eavesdroppers. We begin with all constants set to one,
except for P1 , which we set to 2 to represent a system in
which predators’ preference for type 1 individuals is double their
preference for type 2s (Figure 1D). For any given combination
of N 1 , N 2 , and R, EF is higher than in the condition P1 = 1,
because enemies attracted to the chorus preferentially attack type
1 individuals. In this case we see that EF decreases with N 1 and
increases with N 2 , meaning that type 2s inflict collateral damage
on type 1s, by attracting eavesdroppers that disproportionally
attack type 1s. If we instead decrease P1 to 0.5, we simulate
eavesdroppers that prefer to attack type 2s, and observe the
opposite patterns: EF increases with N 1 and decreases with N 2 ,
because the shadow of safety effect on type 1 increases with
the proportional representation of type 2 individuals (figure
not shown).

so that enemies scale linearly with the number of prey in the
aggregation. With these parameters, EF is independent of N 1
and N 2 (Equation 4), meaning that attacks on an individual of
type 1 are independent of the numbers of type 1 and type 2
individuals. If we substitute S = 0.5 (or any non-negative value
< 1), so that marginal attraction decreases with the number of
chorus members, EF becomes negatively related to both N 1 and
N 2 , demonstrating a dilution effect on eavesdropper pressure
(Figure 1A; Hamilton, 1971). In this scenario, which assumes
equal attraction and preference between prey types, the presence
of other signalers, regardless of type, confers a shadow of safety
effect on type 1 signalers.

The Effect of R
When we allow R, the relative attractiveness of types 1 and 2,
to differ and set all other constants to one, the relationships
between the variables N 1 and N 2 , and the prediction EF can be
interpreted as the consequences of variation in the per capita
attractiveness of the chorus. We begin by simulating a situation in
which type 2 is less attractive to enemies than type 1 by lowering
R to 0.5, while the other constants are 1. Under these conditions,
the model predicts a positive, decelerating relationship between
N 1 and EF, because the per capita attractiveness of the chorus
increases with N 1 (Figure 1B). The relationship between N 2 and
EF is negative because increasing numbers of type 2 individuals
decreases the per capita attractiveness of the chorus. Thus,
lowering the attractiveness of type 2 prey promotes a shadow
of safety effect: Type 1 prey that associate with type 2 prey
can expect fewer attacks than those that associate with an equal
number of type 1s or display alone. If we set R = 2, type 2 prey
are more attractive than type 1 prey, and the opposite pattern
emerges: EF decreases to an asymptote with increasing N 1 , and
increases to an asymptote with increasing N 2 , tracking the per
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The Effect of S
Altering S changes the relationship between the scaled number
of members in the aggregation, and the enemies attracted to
the aggregation. Lower values of S tend to favor shadow of
safety effects on type 1 prey. Setting S = 0 results in flat
relationships between the number of enemies attracted to the
chorus (EC ) and the variables N 1 and N 2 , simulating a system
in which the number of signalers does not influence the number
of enemies attracted to the chorus. This configuration could
represent situations where eavesdropping enemies are territorial,
are limited by an external ecological factor, or follow a fixed
foraging route. When we set S = 0 and all other constants
to one, we find negative decelerating relationships between
EF and both variables N 1 and N 2 (Figure 1E). Under these
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FIGURE 1 | Representative output from a model that predicts the number of eavesdroppers that will attack a focal individual (EF ) of prey type 1, in an aggregation
containing varying numbers of type 1 and type 2 signaling prey. Each frame presents predictions based on different values of the relative attractiveness of the two prey
types (R), the eavesdroppers’ expressed preference for type 1 prey (P1 ), and the relationship between the weighted number of prey and the number of eavesdroppers
attracted to the aggregation (S). (A–E) represent EF on a scale from 0 to 2 (scale bar on upper right), and (F) represents EF on a scale from 0 to 10 (scale bar on lower
right). See text for details.

between the two species (R) and the difference in the enemies’
expressed preferences once they arrive at the aggregation (P1 ).

conditions, a fixed number of enemies attend the aggregation,
so type 1 prey benefit from the dilution effect generated by
adding group members of either type. Similarly, values of S
between zero and one result in negative decelerating relationships
between EF and both N 1 and N 2 , because each additional chorus
member results in diminishing marginal gains of enemies (EC is
positive decelerating; Figure 1A). Setting S > 1 results in positive
relationships between EF and N 1 and N 2 (Figure 1F). The shape
of these relationships depend on the magnitude of S: positive
decelerating when 1 < S < 2, positive linear when S = 2, and
positive accelerating when S > 2.

DISCUSSION
Animals displaying to attract mates commonly seek out or
find themselves in aggregations with other signalers. In many
cases, these displays also attract enemies in the forms of
predators or parasites, and the evolution of signal structure
and signaling behavior will be shaped by the balance between
attraction of mates and these dangerous eavesdroppers. Here, we
have provided a framework for understanding how differences
between neighboring signalers can alter eavesdropper risks faced
by signalers of a given type. Our model breaks eavesdropper
pressure down into two components: the attraction of enemies
to an aggregation, and the preferences of enemies for certain
prey within that aggregation. We show that, although they have
rarely been considered, asymmetries within these attraction and
preference phases are vital for understanding the risks faced by
prey signaling in mixed-species groups.
When members of a signaling aggregation are similarly
attractive to eavesdroppers, and these eavesdroppers show no
preference to attack one prey type over another, increasing group
size will equally affect the risks faced by all group members.
Thus, when the per capita number of eavesdroppers attracted
scales negatively with group size (e.g., when S < 1), all group
members will enjoy an equal reduction in eavesdropper risk

Visualizing Effects Over a Range of
Parameter Values
In the previous section, we manipulated one parameter at a time
to show that type 2 prey tend to cast a shadow of safety on
type 1 prey when R, P1 , and S are low. Here, we use the model
to visualize how variation in R and P1 affect the consequences
of signaling near one other individual (for this example Q = 1
and S = 1). We begin with a focal type 1 individual signaling
alone, and examine the fitness consequences to that individual of
adding one type 2 signaler. This can be achieved by calculating
the difference in EF for N 1 = 1 and N 2 = 0 vs. N 1 = 1 and
N 2 =1, and plotting that difference (1EF ) over the parameters R
and P1 (Figure 2). Compared to signaling alone, signaling near a
heterospecific can confer either a shadow of safety or collateral
damage, depending both on the difference in attractiveness
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FIGURE 2 | The predicted change in eavesdropper pressure (1EF ) on an individual signaler resulting from the introduction of a neighboring individual. The change in
eavesdropper pressure is predicted to vary with (A) the relative attractiveness of the two types of prey to distant enemies and (B) the enemy’s relative preference for
the two types of prey. Values of 1EF > 0 indicate that the presence of the neighbor inflicts collateral damage on the focal individual (pink shading), and 1EF < 0
indicate that the neighbor casts a shadow of safety on the focal signaler (blue shading).

many cases, signalers displaying in proximity to relatively
unattractive or highly preferred heterospecific neighbors will
enjoy reduced eavesdropper pressure (Figures 2A,B). Thus,
associations with unattractive or highly preferred heterospecific
neighbors should encourage the evolution of mixed-species
signaling groups. It should be noted, however, that the formation
of such aggregations may not be evolutionarily stable if the
shadow of safety benefits enjoyed by signalers of one species
result in significant collateral damage to individuals of the
other species.
Similarly, asymmetries in eavesdropper attraction and
preferences are likely to modulate the benefits resulting from
the confusion effect. Often considered for visually-oriented
predators, the confusion effect describes situations in which the
perceptual challenges faced by predators select for larger groups
of prey (Pavlov and Kasumyan, 2000; Goodale et al., 2019). In
many ways analogous to the “cocktail party” problem discussed
for receivers in conspecific signaling contexts (Bee and Micheyl,
2008), these challenges are likely to be increased when additional
signals produced by heterospecifics are added to the foraging
tasks confronting eavesdroppers (see Goodale et al., 2019 for
a review of this). This should result in reduced risks faced by
prey, on average, within a group. However, as eavesdroppers
attempt to integrate information from a wider range of sources
in order to mitigate perceptual challenges (Schmidt et al., 2010),
they are more likely to attend to characteristic differences
between prey types. Túngara frogs, for example pair calls with
conspicuous alternating inflations of their vocal sacs and flanks,
while simultaneously producing ripples at the surface of the
puddles from which they signal. Bat predators of these frogs are
known to increasingly rely on echolocation cues rather than
passive eavesdropping in contexts of high heterospecific chorus
noise (Rhebergen et al., 2015). In this context, we might expect
exaggerated preferences on the part of eavesdropping enemies for
túngara frogs over heterospecific neighbors who produce more
subtle modulations of their vocal sacs. Any apparent confusion
benefits resulting from signaling within a mixed group, should
thus, be weighed against collateral damage suffered by more
conspicuous prey.

due to dilution. When, instead, the per capita number of
eavesdroppers attracted scales positively with group size (e.g.,
when S > 1), for example when large groups lead to higher
encounter rates with eavesdroppers, all group members will
suffer an equal increase in risk. In nature, however, group
members might not be equally attractive to, or equally preferred
by, eavesdroppers. In these cases, when prey attractiveness or
preference are asymmetrical, individual prey may experience
additional reductions or increases in eavesdropper pressure
(shadow of safety or collateral damage, respectively) that can
counteract or overwhelm group-wide dilution and encounter rate
effects (Figure 2).
Collateral damage and shadow of safety effects resulting from
asymmetries in eavesdropper attraction and preference have the
potential to shape the evolution of signaling species in several
interrelated ways. These include the emergence and composition
of mixed-species signaling aggregations, the spatial distribution
of signalers within an aggregation, the timing of signaling activity
relative to neighbors, the structure of signals themselves, and
even the geographic ranges of signaling species.

Neighbor-Mediated Asymmetries and the
Evolution of Mixed-Species Signaling
Aggregations
Each of the well-established adaptive explanations for the origin
and maintenance of animal aggregations are also likely relevant
to mixed-species groups of signalers. Larger, more complex
groups may reduce risk faced by their members through
predator dilution, enhanced detection abilities, and the confusion
effect (Hamilton, 1971; Pulliam, 1973; Landeau and Terborgh,
1986; Gibson et al., 2002; Goodale et al., 2019). Our model
suggests, however, that in order to understand eavesdropper
risk faced by an individual in such an aggregation, asymmetries
in the attraction to, and preference for, prey signals must also
be considered.
Shadow of safety benefits resulting from asymmetries in
eavesdropper attention (attraction and preference) are likely
to combine with those due to dilution effects, and influence
some prey to seek out aggregations with other species. In
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Influences on Signal Structure and
Signaling Behavior

plausible. The active spaces of signals produced by prey species
may differ, and eavesdroppers attracted to a widely broadcast
signal may prefer another signal with a more restricted active
space once in range to assess both. Marbled newts (Triturus
marmoratus) eavesdrop on the calls of natterjack toads (Epidalea
calamita) to locate breeding sites, but short-range visual, and
likely chemical, signals are used by the newts during courtship
(Diego-Rasilla and Luengo, 2004). Moreover, some predators
and parasites also switch to alternative sensory modalities when
assessing signalers at close distance (Hendrichs et al., 1994; Page
et al., 2012). Frog-eating bats (Trachops cirrhosus) use passive
auditory cues at relatively long distances, but may switch to
echolocation cues at intermediate distances, and ultimately base
prey acceptance or rejection decisions on chemical cues (Page
and Jones, 2016). As these bats can also switch their foraging
decisions to nearby prey in fractions of a second before an attack
(MSC, in prep), it seems plausible to conclude that, for this
species, long distance attraction and short distance preferences
may not always be in line with each other.

From the perspective of an individual deciding when and
where to display within a mixed-species aggregation, neighbormediated eavesdropper risks are an important consideration.
Whether it is more adaptive to signal in close proximity to,
or distant from a heterospecific signaler will depend, in part,
on whether eavesdropper risks will be transferred on net to
(shadow of safety) or from (collateral damage) this potential
neighbor. Similarly, neighbor-mediated eavesdropper risk may
refine the timing of signaling behavior relative to that of
signaling neighbors.
Signalers have been shown to adjust the timing or structure
of their displays in response to those of heterospecific neighbors,
but the role of eavesdroppers in the evolution of these aspects
of signaling has generally not been addressed. Hourglass
treefrogs (D. ebraccatus), for example, call less frequently and
with fewer notes when neighboring small-headed treefrogs (D.
microcephalus) are chorusing loudly (Schwartz and Wells, 1983).
Modulations of signal structure and signaling behavior such as
this are undoubtedly influenced by competition among males
to maximally attract females. That said, this type of modulation
is also consistent with the responses to changing neighbormediated eavesdropper pressures.
While the literature addressing eavesdropper effects on the
structure of sexual signals is growing steadily, the role of
signaling neighbors in shaping the evolution of signal structure is
relatively unexplored. When focal signalers experience collateral
damage, we can expect the balance between mate-choice
and eavesdropper selection to shift in the direction of less
conspicuous or less localizable signals. We expect the opposite
shift when signalers experience shadow of safety benefits.
In some cases, collateral damage induced by the presence of
nearby signalers may affect a species’ geographic distribution.
If one species of prey attracts sufficient numbers of enemies to
an area, it may lead to reductions in the abundance or even
extirpation of other, more vulnerable, species. This possibility is
well-explored in the apparent competition literature (Holt, 1984;
Holt and Bonsall, 2017). Our model suggests that asymmetries in
the vulnerabilities of prey to eavesdroppers, specifically resulting
from their proximity at signaling aggregations could function
as one important mechanism by which apparent competition
influences the composition of prey communities. While there
already exists empirical support for the idea that geographic
heterogeneity in eavesdropper risk can shape the distribution of
species or promote signal divergence (Endler, 1995b; Trillo et al.,
2013), the possibility that heterospecific neighbors mediate these
effects remains unexplored.

The focus of our analysis has been on eavesdropper-mediated
relationships between heterospecific signalers, but the general
framework we set out can be readily extended to conspecifics
displaying with differing signal variants, or to non-signaling
conspecifics, such as females or satellite males. Individuals of
types 1 and 2 in our model can represent distinct conspecific
signal variants within an aggregation without any changes to the
model parameters. Eavesdropper risks suffered by these signal
variants can then be understood not only in the isolated twochoice contexts under which they are often studied (Ryan et al.,
1982; Bernal et al., 2006; Trillo et al., 2013), but as interacting
elements within a greater landscape of risk.
Our model also predicts the effects that non-signaling
individuals have on the risks faced by signalers. The relative
attractiveness of these individuals (R) is likely to be close to zero,
but eavesdropper risk may still spill over to them at close ranges
(i.e., P1 6= ∞). Risk to non-callers is expected to be greatest when
enemies switch to alternative sensory modalities for close-range
prey detection. Overall, satellite males and females are likely to
result in some degree of shadow of safety for signaling males,
as they do not attract additional enemies to the aggregations,
and therefore reduce eavesdropper risks through dilution. We
expect this shadow of safety to be augmented under conditions
in which enemies face substantial perceptual challenges, such as
loud chorus noise, and therefore suffer from reduced localization
acuity (Caldwell and Bee, 2014; Rhebergen et al., 2015).

The Congruence of Asymmetries in
Attraction and Preference

Extensions of the Model—The Influence of
Neighbors on Mate Choice

Signalers that attract greater numbers of eavesdroppers to an
aggregation may also be preferred by enemies choosing among
prey/hosts within that aggregation. The contrasting situation, in
which one type of signaler is more attractive to eavesdroppers at
a distance but the other type is preferred at closer range is also

Although we have limited our discussion to one side of the tradeoff between mate-choice and eavesdropper pressure, the model
we present here should be equally adept at predicting the effects
of neighboring heterospecific and conspecific signalers on female
attention garnered by a focal signaler. Just like predators and
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itself is sufficiently broad to include positive interactions
between guild members and alterations in predation risk,
rather than changes in prey abundance (Holt and Kotler,
1987; Holt and Bonsall, 2017). Some places where our model
extends beyond the traditional bounds of apparent competition
theory are in the cases of eavesdropper-mediated interactions
between conspecifics, and in the attraction of females, rather
than predators.

parasites, females must first navigate to a signaling aggregation,
and then choose between individuals at that aggregation. While
the terms “collateral damage” and “shadow of safety” may not
seem as relevant to a mate-choice context, the concepts are
equally applicable. When signaling next to an attractive neighbor
who is not highly preferred, a focal signaler can expect to receive
“collateral damage” in the form of an increased number of
female encounters. This appears to be the case for some frogs.
Male Rhacophorus prasinatus associate with highly attractive
males while signaling, presumably to benefit from “collateral
damage” resulting from the increased local attraction of females
(Chang et al., 2018). Ultimately, one could simultaneously model
both female choice and eavesdropper risk, given asymmetries in
attraction and preference for signalers within an aggregation.

CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a framework and a simple model
for understanding how asymmetries in the attraction of
eavesdroppers to an aggregation, and in their preferences for
certain signalers within this aggregation can result in either
heightened or relaxed risks for signalers. We expect the resulting
collateral damage and shadow of safety effects to influence
the evolution of signal structure, the spatial and temporal
distributions of species within signaling aggregations, the species
composition of such aggregations, and potentially the geographic
distributions of signaling species.
Moving forward, several exciting paths for future research
appear particularly promising. First, thus far, there are few
empirical demonstrations of collateral damage or shadow
of safety effects stemming from asymmetries in predator
responses to prey (Segami et al., 2016; Trillo et al., 2016).
Considering the near ubiquity of mixed-species aggregations
and of eavesdropping enemies, these phenomena could be
explored for much a wider range of taxa. Furthermore,
while our model was conceived as a conceptual exploration
of eavesdropper risks mediated by heterospecific signalers,
its predictive power can be tested with natural populations.
Importantly, we designed the parameters to be either directly
measurable or their calculation to be straightforward, facilitating
quantitative predictions. Finally, the model can be applied to
examine the influence of neighboring signalers on female mate
choice or extended to simultaneously include both females
and eavesdroppers.

Extensions of the Model—Increased Model
Complexity
We have chosen to keep our model somewhat simple to highlight
its key aspects—namely that the number of eavesdroppers
drawn to an aggregation will vary with the composition of
the aggregation, that eavesdroppers attracted to an individual
signaler may ultimately attack nearby guild members, and that
eavesdropper risks faced by individual signalers are a function
of both of these. There are many ways in which the model
could be elaborated to more closely match the complexities
of communication in nature. One such elaboration would
be to include probabilities of prey capture success. While Ef
predicts the number of eavesdropper attacks on a focal signaler,
not all of these attacks will result in predation or parasitism
(or copulation if modeling mate-choice). Furthermore, due to
physical, chemical, or behavioral defenses, prey will differ in
their ability to evade attacks. The dynamic behavior of both
signalers and eavesdroppers could also be fruitful to model.
For some species, signaling behavior is likely not independent
of group size or composition. Túngara frogs, for example,
are known to modify their call structure depending on the
abundance of conspecifics, and alter their calling behavior
depending on the signaling activity of heterospecifics (Phelps
et al., 2006). Finally, we model fixed attractiveness of, and
eavesdropper preferences for each type of prey. Eavesdropper
behavior may change, however, with the absolute or relative
abundances of signalers. Depletion of prey within an aggregation
and prey switching, for example, may strongly affect the nature
of predator-mediated intraspecific interactions (Holt and Kotler,
1987).
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